BASES LOADED
AFP Soft Touch, maker of Soft Touch and Stay Down progressive release bases, offers a new base for indoor baseball and softball practice. The indoor base makes realistic infield and game practice possible. The all-polyurethane bases use four vinyl suction cups to securely adhere bases to floors.

AFP Indoor Bases/800-965-4690
For information, circle 155

NEW GROUNDSMASTER
The Toro Company introduced the new Groundsmaster 328-D last year. The all-purpose rotary mower offers a choice of four full floatation 72-in. cutting units: rear discharge, side discharge, Guardian recycler, and the Flexdeck. The 328-D is powered by a Kubota 28-hp diesel engine.

Toro's bi-directional overrunning clutch senses traction needs and gives on-demand 4-wheel drive in forward and reverse. Extra large tread tires plus counterbalance system further enhances traction and stability. The unit has optional attachments for more value: cab with ROPS; snowthrower; rotary broom; debris blower; V-plow; flail deck; and leaf mulcher.

The Toro Company/800-803-8676
For information, circle 157

GRUB CONTROL NOW
Merit insecticide from Bayer Corporation is a premier grub control product. It combines long-lasting residual with broad-spectrum control at low use rates, says the company, which allows you to control a wide range of grubs with just one application.

Research has shown that Merit is the most effective product for controlling grubs up to second instar. And after 7 years on the market, the complaint rate with Merit is less than one percent. The product also provides control of a wide range of ornamental pests and can be applied via soil injection, microinjection or foliar spray.

Bayer Corp./800-842-8020
For information, circle 156